J6	IDEAS   AND   BEL!EPS
material—e g for flesh wood hair bonp The
atomiste taughu that atoms were all made oi a.
single substance and differed only in the con
nectiona (pictured as hooks grooves points
etc ) which enabled them to join each other in
characteristic ways Theirs was the first move
towards modern atomic theory and a, pre
decessor of the modern concept of chemical
linkages (2) m psychology atomism refers to
any theory which holds that mental states can
be analysed without loss into elementary units
e g Associataonism and Behaviourism (on v )
Authoritarianism a dictatorial form of govern
ment as contrasted with a democratic one based
on popular sovereignty Its alleged advantages
are the avoidance of the delayb and mell ciency
said to be characteristic of the lafcter but like
Bolshevism the word is used today mainly as
a form of abuse
ATH-BAP
the emotions with ports of the body so that
astrology played quite a large part in medicine
up to late mediaeval times Not only was the
position of the planet to be considered but also
the particular sign of the zodiac (or house of
heaven) it was occupying and ifc was believed
poesible to foretell the destiny of an individual
toy calculating which star was in the ascendant
d e the sign of the zodiac neareot the eastern
horizon and the star which arose at that precise
moment) at the time of his birth Astrology
was popular among the Egyptians the Komans
(whose authorities found the Chaldean astro
logers a nuisance and expelled them from tune to
time) and during the Middle Ages when
astrologers were often highly respected
Despite the apparent absurdity of astrological
beliefs—for example how could the pattern of
light from stars billions of miles awiy potsibly
influence the temperament of single individuals
on earth—a substantial number of intelligent
and well educated people tike its study in all
seriousness The most interesting convert
was the psychologist and philosopher Carl
Jung who conducted a complex e^rperiment in
which he compared the birth signs of
happily married and divorced couples and
claimed to find that those most favourably
matched in astrological terms were also those
more likely to have permanent wedded bhst>
Jung •> otherwise world shaking finding has
been bhovra to be based on a simple statistical
fallacy and is likely to be of little practical value
to >oung people uncertain about their choice of
marriage partner However Jung took his
findings \s evidence for his own theory of
" synchromcity " (<? v ) an involved and near
metaphjsical notion which holds that events in
the universe may be significantly related in a
non causal fashion For simpler souls
astrology is still principal!* a source of enter
tamment though human beings natural in
clmation to peer into the future often draws
them into astrology with at least senn serious
motives
A theism    Set God and Man
Atlantis a mythical continent supposed to have
lain somewhere between Europe and America
and a centre of advanced civilisation before it
was inundated by some great natural catas
strophe in pie Christian times There is little
if any serious historical or archaeological
evidence for its existence but the legend of the
Golden Land destroyed when the waters of the
Atlantic closed over it has remarkable staying
power and is believed by large numbers of
people Plato wrote convincingly about the
wonders of Atlantis in his dialogues Tima^us
and Cntias while other writers gave suggested
that the biblical story of the Hood is based on
fragmentary account* of the Atlantean deluge
The lost continent is also of occult significance
largely as the result of the writings of W
&cott Elliott whose book The Story of Atlantis
(recently re published by the Theosophical
Society) alleged that by clairvoyance he had
been able to contact the spirits of Atlanteans
who had been destroyed because of their addle
tion to black magic There even exists hi
Britain today a minor but ardent religious
group TheAtlanteans who hold that Atlantis
still exists today but on a different meta
physical plane and that it is possible to com
m^nicate with it via individuals with sup
posedly mediumistic powers (see Spiritualism)
Members of the Atlanteans meet regularly to
hear talks about the vanished continent and
trance addresses by one of the high priests
of Atlantis Hello Arconaphus Such beliefs
though unusual are essentially harmless and
merely reflect the great variety of religious atti
tudes which human beings enjoy and to which
they are entitled
Atomism. (1) in philosophy the atonusts were a
group of early Greek thinkers the most im
portant of whom were Leucippus (fl. c 440 s o)
and his younger contemporary Democntus (c
460-870 B o ) Prior to these men although it
had been agreed that matter must be composed
of tiny ultimate particles and that change must
be due to the manner in which these mingled or
separated from each other it was supposed that
there existed different types of particle for each
 B
Baconian Method the use of the inductive (as
opposed to the deductive or Aristotelian) method
of reasoning as proposed by Francis Bacon m
the 17th cent and J S Mill in the 19th cent
Deduction argues from supposedly ee-tain first
principles (such as the existence of God or Des
cartes s I think therefore I am ) what the
nature of the universe and its law? must be
wLereas the only means of obtaining true know
ledge of the universe in Bacons view was
by the amassing of facts and observations so
that when enough were obtained the certain
truth would be known in the bnme way that a
child s numbered dots in a plaj book joined to
gether by a pencilled line create a picture
However this is not the way science progresses
m practice (see F3(l)) Bacon underrated the
importance of hypothesis and theory and over
rated the reliability of the senses In discussing
the scientific tiadition feir Karl Popper in his
book Conjectures and Refutations says The
most important function of observation and
reasoning and even of intuition and imagina
tion is to help us in the critical examination of
those bold conjectures which are the means by
which we probe into the unknown Two of the
greatest men who clearly saw that there was no
such thing as an inductive procedure were
Gahleo and Einstein
Baha'ism faith teaching the unity of religions and
the unity of mankind It arose m Iran from
the teachings of the Bab (Mirza Ah Mohammed
1820-50) and the Bahaullah (Mirza Husam
Ah 1817-92) thought to be manifestations of
God who m his essence is unknowable
Emphasis is laid on service to others It has
communities in 300 states
Baptists a Christian denomination whose distinc
tive doctrines are that members can only be re
ceived by baptism upon the confession of then*
faith and sins and that baptism in no wise
appertaineth to infants Baptism is there
fore by total immersion of adults Modern
Baptists base their doctrines upon the teaching
of the Apostles and some hold that the
Albigenses (g v) maintained the true belief
through what they regard as the corruption of
the Roman Church in mediaeval times On the
other hand any connection with the Ana
baptist movement during the Reformation is
rejected and the beginning of the modern
Church is traced to John Smyth a minister of
the Church of England who m Amsterdam came
under the influence of the Ainunians (q. v) and
Mennonites Smyth died in 1612 when the first
Baptist church in England was built at New
gate This the General Baptist Church
rejected Calvuustic beliefs and held the
Armmian doctrine of redemption open to all but
some years later a split occurred with the forma
tion of the Particular Baptist Church which
was Calvmist in doctrine In 1891 the two
bodies were united in the Baptist Union and
today the sect is spread throughout the world
notably m the U S A
The Anabaptist movements of Germany
Switzerland and Holland also practised adult
baptism in addition to a primitive communism

